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Session Titles and Descriptions

THE 99 MASTERCLASS
1:1 What or Who?
Mark Hart explains that developing a deeper personal relationship with Jesus is the starting point 

for evangelization ministry.

1:2 Common Fears
Mark Hart discusses how to overcome common fears of sharing the Faith.

1:3 Does Jesus Make a Difference?
Joel Stepanek talks about what is necessary to develop a personal conviction to evangelize.

2:1 Articulating the Gospel
Joel Stepanek teaches the “four point Gospel” for easily sharing the message of Christ with others.

2:2 Witness
Mark Hart offers tips for developing and sharing our own Christian witness in both words 

and actions.

2:3 Talking About Jesus
Fr. Josh Johnson discusses how to invite others into a relationship with Jesus.

3:1 Reaching Culture
Bob Lesnefsky discusses how to grow in cultural awareness and engage culture with the message 

of Jesus.

3:2 Young Adults
Fr. Mike Schmitz explains how many young adults see the church and how to better evangelize 

to them.



3:3 Fringes
Bob Lesnefsky explores how we can reach out to those on the fringes of our communities and invite 

them in.

4:1 The Art of Invitation
Mark Hart and Leah Darrow provide practical tips for inviting others into Christian community.

4:2 Small Groups, Building Community
Joel Stepanek offers practical advice for building and growing small group communities.

4:3 An Invitation to Freedom
Mari Pablo discusses how to address our cultural gap between civil law and moral law and invite 

others to experience freedom in Christ.

5:1 Accompaniment
Fr. Josh Johnson discusses how to accompany others during the process of conversion.

5:2 Walk of Discipleship
Mark Hart describes how to live a life led by the Holy Spirit and maintain our joy in times 

of difficulty.

5:3 Brokenness and Vulnerability
Mari Pablo discusses how to deal with suffering during our walk as disciples.

6:1 Mission of the Church
Sr. Miriam James Heidland addresses how we can understand our personal mission as Catholics 

within the context of the larger mission of the Church.

6:2 Mission and Identity
Fr. Mike Schmitz describes how our missionary identity as Catholics must ultimately be rooted in a 

personal relationship with Jesus and his Church.

A Message to Priests
Fr. Josh Johnson shares a personal message to his brother priests about learning to better love and 

accompany their bride the Church.

How Parishes Can Use The 99
Joel Stepanek describes the ways in which The 99 can be implemented in a parish setting.


